**Line Cables**

- **G.S. #201 nano3**
  - Our first line cable which was soaked with high density nano-sized Gold & Silver Micro Particles.
  - (G.S. #201 nano3) was developed by 3-times Higher Density Gold & Silver Particles in the Natural Oil than the original (G.S. #201). Gold Plated RCA & XLR Terminals make the Sound very Natural. The Sound is guaranteed by several Audio Magazines, in many countries.

- **Music Strada #208**
  - Model: MS208
  - Introduced New Material Conductor (HiFiC).
  - JAN CODE: 4562108-351692

- **Music Strada #211**
  - Model No.: MS211
  - RCA Rhodium Plated/Chucking Type Connector

**Phono Cables**

- PHONO Cable with PC-Triple C Conductors
  - PH-3S(1.2) PH-3RR1.2